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Setting Up the Local Personal Cloud 
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3rd LED lighted 
- Charging 

2nd LED lighted and blinking 
- WiFi active 

One LED lighted 
- Device ON 
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Windows Setup 
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Once the Wifi Cloud is active and stable. 
Select the “Strontium Wifi Cloud” network 
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Open a web browser and key in “http://10.10.10.254/Control/index.html” and ENTER key. 
This will bring up the mobile wifi cloud main page. 
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Input ‘admin’ as the default 
“User name” and 
“Password”.  
Click “OK” when done. 



Setting Up Local Personal Cloud with 
internet access 
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Connecting to local network Access Point (AP) 
Select the desire local network and input the password  
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Input the password for the 
access point (AP) and click 
“Connect” 

………. 



A reset is require if there are existing gadget already connected to the 
WiFi cloud by simply OFF (wait for 5sec) and ON back the device.  
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Repeat steps in page 4, 5, 6, 8 and 9.  

Now can browse the internet 
and access email 



Once reset and signal is stable. 
Reconnect to the “Strontium WiFi Cloud’ AP. 
Connect the mobile gadget (IOS or Android) to the wifi cloud. 
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Verify the Status to ensure the AP is connected. 
Email and other social apps will be able to work. 
Transfer rate will be affected dependent on the number of user and usage.   
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Remarks 

Steps in page 3 to page 9 need to do only once. 
There after when connecting the mobile gadget to the wifi Cloud. 
There is no need to reconnect the AP using the mobile gadget.  
 
Furthermore, as most of the IOS device will auto connect to the AP with the 
best signal. 
It is preferably to disable or disconnect others AP the IOS device had already 
connected before. 
This will allow the IOS mobile device to solely link to the wifi cloud and 
reduce anomaly which might occur. 



Mac Setup 
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Input default User and Password as “admin” 
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The End 


